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ABOUT

Shop 11 is one of our superb glass fronted dry hire spaces, located on 
the west end of Dray Walk. The space benefits from light grey stained 
wooden flooring and high ceilings which give it a bright and open feel. 
Ample white wall space provides lots of opportunity for showcasing 
products; highly visible at street view. The raised level adds unique 
character and intrigue to invite potential visitors. The unit is best suited 
for short to medium term retail events, exhibitions and brand activations.  

ADDRESS

Dray Walk, London, E1 6QL

CAPACITY

Maximum of 60 people when 
empty. 

SIZE

893 sqft

LEVEL

Ground floorLOCATION

Shop 11 is located on top end Dray Walk, close to Ely's Yard, and benefits 
from excellent visibility and footfall. CEILING HEIGHT

4.4m

LICENSEDRETAIL POP UP SHOP CONSUMER
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ACCESS

Access is by foot from Brick Lane or by car through 
Ely's Yard / Hanbury Street.

SERVICES

Mezzanine level helps utilise the deeper part of the 
space, there is also a small store room.

COMMS

The Truman Brewery’s dedicated on-site service
provider, TruTec Services, can easily provide support,
networking, telephony and internet connectivity to
this location.

POWER

13 amp sockets.

LIGHTING

Directional LED lighting on raised level with pendants 
on ground level.

SUPPLIERS

We recommend the use of the following teams:

EVENT PRODUCTION:

INTERNET CONNECTIVITY:

SECURITY:

EVENT CLEANING SERVICES:











TRANSPORT

Dray Walk and The Truman Brewery have probably 
the most central Shoreditch location, and are easily
reached by bus, rail, tube or on foot.

The venue benefits from close access to all forms of
public transport. Liverpool Street and Shoreditch High
Street stations are a short distance away, with Aldgate
East within easy reach, o�ering fast connections across
London and beyond.

Contact us to arrange a viewing:

Liverpool Street Station
Walking distance: 10 min

Shoreditch High Street Station 
Walking distance: 5 min

Whitechapel Station
Walking distance: 15 min

OVERGROUND

OVERGROUND

OVERGROUND

CENTRAL CIRCLE H&C

NATIONAL RAILMETROPOLITAN

Aldgate East Station
Walking distance: 10 min

DISTRICT DISTRICTH&C H&C


